DON’T LET A BATTERY STOP YOU

SCANNERS  MOBILE RADIO  TABLETS  UAV/DRONES
We are very pleased with the performance of our Cadex C7400 analyzers. Batteries destined for disposal have been reconditioned and put back in service. We’re seeing our users going from having to change batteries three or more times a shift to at most changing them only once. It has also been very easy to teach non-technical personnel to operate and analyze batteries with the Cadex analyzer and BatteryShop™ software.

B. Stone

Fruit of the Loom
WHY CADEX ELECTRONICS

For over 35 years, Cadex Electronics has been at the leading edge of battery technology. Serving customers in over 100 countries globally, our world-class team empowers local and global clients in getting the most out of their mobile power applications, from Battery to Charging and Lifecycle management technologies.

With Headquarters in Vancouver, Canada, and a presence in the USA and Germany, we strive to help the world reduce its dependence on fossil fuels.

WHY BATTERY MAINTENANCE

A proper battery maintenance system increases reliability and lowers operating costs of portable radios, scanners, tablets and delivery drones in warehouse and logistics environments.

Safety: Rely on your portable communication tools, body cameras and UAVs  
Reliability: Reliable battery power for your handheld devices  
Efficiency: Reduce downtime and increase efficiency  
Cost Savings: Extend the life of the batteries and reduce your battery replacement rate
The Cadex Universal Conditioning Chargers offers intelligent adapters which allow simultaneous service of NiCad, NiMh and Li-Ion batteries on the same platform. Condition and calibrate the batteries with a single button, and extend battery life with a reverse-pulse charging.

C7X00 Battery Analyzer for Quality Control
The 2-bay C7200 and the 4-bay C7400 battery analyzers help you refurbish weak batteries and extend service life. With Cadex, you can be assured of dependable operation without concern of unexpected down time.
- Suitable for Nickel and Lithium batteries
- Supports multiple types of equipment: Radios, cell/smartphones, flashlights, and other portable equipment

C8000 Battery Analyzer for End of Line
The Cadex C8000 delivers the versatility needed to ensure you get the right performance from the batteries used in your applications. The C8000 is a multi-purpose tool that allows you to optimize batteries at every stage of product life:
- Device simulation helps you choose the right battery
- Life Cycle Testing helps you characterize the battery
- Custom Programming helps you monitor quality and performance
- Service Programs helps you maintain the battery

C5100 Battery Analyzer for Quick Testing
Storefront battery analyzer that allows your staff to test smartphone batteries from 500 – 5,000 mAh with minimum training.

The embedded QuickSort 3 program classifies batteries into three categories: Good, Fair or Poor using Cadex Patented Technology.

With the SnapLock adapter system, you can use over 2,800 battery adapters for virtually all your batteries.
BATTERY MAINTENANCE FOR HANDHELD DEVICES
Prevent sudden failure of your mobile equipment

Working with market leaders:
- Motorola
- Symbol
- Amazon
- Zebra Technologies

Battery Pack and Charger design
Custom Battery Management Systems
Universal Conditioning Chargers
Battery Analyzers

2,800+
Custom Adapters available